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Haymaking

Haymaking:

- doing it makes communities

- not doing it … breaks them

Done twice a year

Involves several people –

Opportunity for exchange of money or 

obligations

Creates open landscapes – prevents 

reforestation

Sustains biodiversity

Keeps wild animals away from 

backgardens…



Beskid Żywiecki
(ethnographic study)

www.cel-podrozy.pl

Why do you do that?

Why don’t you do that?

What makes you cut that

grass? (even if you don’t need

it anymore)

Because it has always

been done like this.



Merging of old ways

and new ways of life…

www.tmzz.org.pl

Progress

Sentiment

New technologies

Old skills and traditions

Haymaking 

Why does it matter for tourism?



Built heritage v/s landscape

preservation and management

 More often than not, tourists are

willing to visit a site because of 
what happens there rather than

because of the site itself…

 the site serves as a stage for an

activity or

 as canvas for imagination

 The blending of the tangible

and the intangible is what attracts

tourists

Landscapes are constantly re-made…

each season the grass grows, is cut

down and then it regrows…

It matters what happens in the 

process… and in between



Current cultural

preservation

activities in 

Beskid Żywiecki

Open-air museum in Ślemień

www.etnopark.pl

www.owcaplus.pl

Disadvantages:

 Landscape equivalent of of an AHD

(Authorised Heritage Discourse)
(Laurajane Smith, founder of ACHS)

 Preservation = petrification

 No real connection with local community

 No incentive to continue the haymaking 

activity “in real life”

 No direct connection with tourists (who 

are only welcome to “gaze”)



The tourist connection

Tourists enjoy the vistas, but local 

community thinks of them rather 

as a curiosity or as a nuisance …



Conclusion
 (economist) What are the costs of NOT 

doing it? (landscape changes, loss of 
habitat and biodiversity, fractured 
identity)

 (museum studies) Good examples in other 
countries: Ecomuseo della Cultura della 
Lavorazione della Canapa in Italy, the 
North Pennines Hay Time, UK (but: they 
preserve traditions as they are, no room 
for development or for asking questions)

 (heritage scholar) How do we move on 
from preserving of the haymaking heritage 
to actually doing it?

 Jorge Otero-Pailos (Columbia 
University): experimental preservation

 Recognising heritage as an ‘open-ended 
process of social negotiation’ makes 
room for:

 Personal engagement

 Evolving valuation

 Individual significance

 Cultural tourism involvement

How do we do that?
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Let’s make hay…

…while the sun shines.

Thank you.


